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Abstract. Negotiation over resources and multi-agent planning are im-
portant issues in multi-agent systems research. It has been demonstrated [19]
how symbolic negotiation and distributed planning together could be
formalised as distributed Linear Logic (LL) theorem proving. LL has
been chosen mainly because of its expressive power for representation
of resources and its computation-oriented nature. This paper extends
the previous work by taking advantage of a richer fragment of LL and
introducing two sorts of nondeterministic choices into negotiation. This
allows agents to reason and negotiate under certain degree of uncertainty.
Additionally, a way of granting unbounded access to resources during ne-
gotiation is considered. Finally we extend our framework with ¯rst-order
LL for expressing more complex o®ers during negotiation.
1 Introduction
Although the idea of distributed theorem proving as a formalism for agent negoti-
ation is not new, there are still many open issues which require special attention.
In particular, not much is known about limits of logics when it comes to captur-
ing encodings of certain o®ers and reasoning about speci¯c dialogues. Another
important issue is computation|in order to ensure ¯niteness and e±ciency of
negotiations we may have to develop a special technique for more e±cient proof
search. This paper contributes to both issues|we extend expressiveness of pre-
vious work based on LL and introduce new LL inference ¯gures, which allow us
simplify proof search in our fragment of LL.
It was argued in [19] that distributed Linear Logic (LL) [10] theorem proving
could be applied for symbolic agent negotiation. There was also proposed a
formal mechanism for generating new o®ers. A corresponding framework allows
agents to negotiate over resources and exploit capabilities of their partners. Since
all participating agents have to achieve their personal goals, each agent has to
be sure about resources that can be given away and capabilities that could
be executed by other agents. Agent reasoning in [19] is an interactive process
involving Partial Deduction (PD) and LL theorem proving. PD is used there38 Peep KÄ ungas and Mihhail Matskin
as a method of deducing subproblems, which from negotiation point of view
are interpreted as o®ers. However, it was assumed that all o®ers, that an agent
distributes, are independent from each-other.
In this paper we augment the previous approach with a mechanism for pro-
ducing multiple interdependent o®ers at once. This provides competing agents
with some hints about other distributed o®ers and available resources. Although
the LL fragment in [19] permits usage of nondeterministic o®ers, it was not
described how these o®ers are generated. We cover this aspect in our paper.
While in [19] the propositional intuitionistic multiplicative additive fragment
of LL was considered, here we take advantage of full intuitionistic LL. This
allows us to describe unbounded access to certain resources. Additionally we
take advantage of ¯rst-order intuitionistic LL as a negotiation language.
Although several articles discuss language and representation issues of sym-
bolic negotiation, we are more concerned with the computational side of a nego-
tiation process. This paper presents a formalism for generating new o®ers using
PD during negotiation. We de¯ne PD steps as inference ¯gures in LL. While us-
ing those inference ¯gures instead of basic LL rules, we can achieve more e±cient
proof search. These inference ¯gures represent specialisation of LL to symbolic
negotiation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a general model
of distributed problem solving and give an introduction to LL and PD. Addi-
tionally the LL formalisation to negotiation is given there. Section 3 describes a
motivating example and illustrates how negotiation between agents works within
our formalism. Section 4 presents new PD steps for agent negotiation. Section 5
reviews related work. The last section concludes the paper and discusses future
work.
2 Formalisation of negotiation
2.1 Agent communication architecture
In this paper we consider self-interested cooperative agents. This means that
agents cooperate with each other as long as it does not prevent them to achieve
their own goals.
We de¯ne o®ers as the following structure:
(idreq;S;R;O);
where idreq, S, R and O denote message identi¯er, sender, receiver and o®er
respectively. Message identi¯er is needed to keep track of di®erent negotiations.
Sender and receiver are identi¯ers of participating agents and o®er is represented
with a LL formula.
While naming message identi¯ers, we use the following conventions:
{ if agent A sends out an initial o®er, then a is its message identi¯ers name
{ if a includes an o®er, then a0 includes a counter-o®erSymbolic Negotiation with Linear Logic 39
{ if an agent A sends out more than one o®er, then their messages are indexed
as a1;a2;:::
LL Theorem Proving
Partial Deduction
Collect Answers
Distribute Subproblems
Agent 2
CA
LL Theorem Proving
Partial Deduction
Collect Answers
Distribute Subproblems
Agent 1
Fig.1. General CPS model.
Our general problem solving model is presented in Figure 1. In this model
each agent initially tries to solve its problem alone. If the agent cannot ¯nd
a solution then subproblems are generated. The subproblems are distributed
among the partners and they are treated as o®ers to other agents. In other
words, they present what an agent can provide and what it expects to get in
return. CA denotes to Communication Adapter, which translates o®ers from one
agent such that a receiver could understand it. Formalisation of CA is given in
Section 2.6.
2.2 Linear logic
LL is a re¯nement of classical logic introduced by J.-Y. Girard to provide means
for keeping track of \resources". In LL two assumptions of a propositional con-
stant A are distinguished from a single assumption of A. This does not apply in
classical logic, since there the truth value of a fact does not depend on the num-
ber of copies of the fact. Indeed, LL is not about truth, it is about computation.
In the following we are considering intuitionistic fragment of LL (ILL) con-
sisting of multiplicative conjunction (­), additive disjunction (©), additive con-
junction (&), linear implication (() and \of course" operator (!). In terms of
resource acquisition the logical expression A­B ` C ­D means that resources
C and D are obtainable only if both A and B are obtainable. After the sequent
has been applied, A and B are consumed and C and D are produced.
The expression A ` B ©C in contrast means that, if we have resource A, we
can obtain either B or C, but we do not know which one of those. The expression
A&B ` C on the other hand means that while having resources A and B we40 Peep KÄ ungas and Mihhail Matskin
can choose, which one of them to trade for C. Therefore it is said that © and &
represent respectively external and internal choice.
In order to illustrate the above-mentioned features we can consider the follow-
ing LL sequent from [21]|(D­D­D­D­D) ` (H­C­(O&S)­!F ­(P ©I)),
which encodes a ¯xed price menu in a fast-food restaurant: for 5 dollars (D) you
can get an hamburger (H), a coke (C), either onion soup O or salad S depend-
ing, which one you select, all the french fries (F) you can eat plus a pie (P) or
an ice cream (I) depending on availability (restaurant owner selects for you).
The formula !F here means that we can use or generate a resource F as much
as we want|the amount of the resource is unbounded.
To increase the expressiveness of formulae, we use the following abbreviation
an = a ­ ::: ­ a | {z }
n
, for n > 0.
2.3 Agents in LL
An agent is presented as the following LL sequent:
¡;S ` G;
where ¡ is a set of extralogical LL axioms representing agent's capabilities, S
is the initial state and G is the goal state of the agent. Both S and G are
multiplicative conjunctions of literals. Every element of ¡ has the form
` I ( O;
where I and O are formulae in conjunctive normal form which are, respec-
tively, consumed and generated when a particular capability is applied. It has to
be mentioned that a capability can be applied only, if conjuncts in I form a sub-
set of conjuncts in S. It should be also underlined that in order to achieve their
goals, agents have to construct (and then execute) the following program/plan
from the elements of ¡:
` S ( G:
2.4 Partial deduction and LL
Partial deduction (PD) (or partial evaluation of logic programs ¯rst introduced
in [17]) is known as one of optimisation techniques in logic programming. Given a
logic program, partial deduction derives a more speci¯c program while preserving
the meaning of the original program. Since the program is more specialised, it
is usually more e±cient than the original program, if executed. For instance,
let A, B, C and D be propositional variables and A ( B, B ( C and C (
D computability statements in LL. Then possible partial deductions are A (
C, B ( D and A ( D. It is easy to notice that the ¯rst corresponds to
forward chaining (from initial states to goals), the second to backward chainingSymbolic Negotiation with Linear Logic 41
(from goals to initial states) and the third could be either forward or backward
chaining.
Although the original motivation behind PD was to deduce specialised logic
programs with respect to a given goal, our motivation for PD is a bit di®erent.
We are applying PD for determining subtasks, which cannot be performed by a
single agent, but still are possibly closer to a solution than an initial task. This
means that given a state S and a goal G of an agent we compute a new state S0
and a new goal G0. This information is forwarded to another agent for further
inference. From PD point of view this means that the program ¡ ` S0 ( G0
would be derived from ¡ ` S ( G. Then the derived program is sent to other
entities, who modify it further.
The main problem with PD in LL is that although new derived states and
goals are sound with respect to an initial speci¯cation, they may not preserve
completeness anymore. This is due to resource-consciousness of LL|if a wrong
proof branch is followed, initial beliefs may be consumed and thus further search
becomes more limited. Therefore agents have to search, in the worst case, all
possible PDs of initial speci¯cation to preserve completeness of distributed search
mechanism. In [22] completeness and soundness issues of PD are considered for
classical logic programs. Issues of complexity, completeness and soundness of PD
in LL will be considered within another paper.
The following LL inference ¯gures, Rb(Li) and Rf(Li), were de¯ned in [19]
for PD back- and forward chaining steps respectively:
S ` B ­ C
S ` A ­ C
Rb(Li) A ­ C ` G
B ­ C ` G
Rf(Li)
Li in the inference ¯gures is a labelling of a particular LL axiom representing
an agent's capability (computability clause in PD) in the form ` B (Li A.
Rf(Li) and Rb(Li) apply clause Li to move the initial state towards the goal
state or the other way around. A, B and C are formulae in ILL.
In Rb(Li) inference ¯gure formulae A ­ C and B ­ C denote respectively
goals G and G0. The inference ¯gure encodes that, if there is an extralogical
axiom ` B ( A, then we can change goal A ­ C to B ­ C. Analogously, in
the inference ¯gure Rf(Li) formulae B ­ C and A ­ C denote states S and S0
respectively. The inference ¯gure encodes that, if there is an extralogical axiom
` B ( A, then we can change initial state B ­ C to A ­ C.
Although the de¯ned PD steps consider only application of agent capabilities,
they can be used for modelling resource exchange as well. We model exchange
of resources with execution of capabilities, which generate those resources.
In addition to Rb(Li) and Rf(Li) we de¯ne other PD steps for constructing
nondeterministic o®ers, to handle ¯rst-order representation and nondeterminism
arising from usage of unbounded resources. Finally we introduce macros for more
e±cient PD.42 Peep KÄ ungas and Mihhail Matskin
2.5 Encoding o®ers in LL
Harland and Winiko® [12] presented the ¯rst ideas about applying LL theorem
proving for agent negotiation. The main advantages of LL over classical logic is
its resource-consciousness and existence of two kinds of nondeterminism. Both
internal and external nondeterminism in negotiation rules can be represented.
In the case of internal nondeterminism a choice is made by resource provider,
whereas in the case of external nondeterminism a choice is made by resource con-
sumer. For instance, formula Dollar
5 ( Beer ©Soda (at the o®er receiver side)
means that an agent can provide either some Beer or Soda in return for 5 dol-
lars, but the choice is made by the provider agent. The consumer agent has to be
ready to obtain either a beer or a soda. The formula Dollar ( Tobacco&Lighter
(again at the o®er receiver side) in contrary means that the consumer may select
which resource, Tobacco or Lighter, s/he gets for a Dollar.
In the context of negotiation, operators & and © have symmetrical meanings|
what is A©B for one agent, is A&B to its partner. This means that if one agent
gives an opportunity to another agent to choose between A and B, then the
former agent has to be ready to provide both choices, A and B. When initial
resources owned by agents and expected negotiation results have been speci¯ed,
LL theorem proving is used for determining the negotiation process.
In [19] the ideas of Harland and Winiko® were augmented by allowing trading
also services (agent capabilities). This is a step further toward the world where
agents not only exchange resources, but also work for other agents in order to
achieve their own goals. We write A ` B ( C to indicate that an agent can
trade resource A for a service B ( C. B ( C denotes to a service, which
consumes B and generates C.
There is another kind of nondeterministic construction in LL, namely the !
operator. Since !A means that an agent can generate as many copies of A as
required, the number of literals A is unbounded and represents additional kind
of nondeterminism. From negotiation point of view, !A represents unbounded
access to the resource.
2.6 Communication adapter
In [24] bridge rules are used for translating formulae from one logic to another,
when agents exchange o®ers. We adopt this idea of Communication Adapter
(CA) for two reasons. First, it would allow us to encapsulate agents' internal
states and, second, while o®ers are delivered by one agent to another, view-
point to the o®er is changing and internal and external choices are inversed. By
viewpoint we mean an agent's role, which can be either receiver or sender of an
o®er.
The CA rule is described as follows. As long as formulae on the left and
the right hand side of sequents consist of only ­ and ( operators, the left
and the right hand sides of sequents are inversed. However, if formulae contain
disjunctions, their types have to be inversed as well. This has to be done because
there are 2 disjunctions in LL|one with internal and another with externalSymbolic Negotiation with Linear Logic 43
choice. Since internal and external choices are context-dependent, they have to be
inversed, when changing viewpoints. For instance, sequent A­(A ( B) ` C©D
is translated to C&D ` A ­ (A ( B) by the CA rule:
&
j
Bj `
L
i
Ai
&
i
Ai `
L
j
Bj
CA
In the CA rule A and B consist of multiplicative conjunctions and linear
implications. We allow & only in the left hand side and © only in the right hand
side of a sequent. Due to LL rules R& and L© the following conversions are
allowed:
D `&
j
Dj =)
[
j
(D ` Dj)
M
j
Dj ` D =)
[
j
(Dj ` D)
Therefore we do not lose in expressive power of LL, when limiting the syntax
of o®ers in that way. Although this bridge rule is intended for agents reasoning
in LL only, additional bridge rules may be constructed for communication with
other non-LL agents.
3 A motivating example
For illustration of negotiation process we consider the following example. Let us
have 3 agents representing a musician M, a writer W and an artist A. They all
have personal goals they would like to achieve. We would like to emphasise that
this example is supposed to demonstrate syntactical and computational aspects
only and no pragmatic issues are considered here.
The musician would like to go out with her husband and therefore needs 2
concert tickets. Unfortunately the concert, she is interested in, has been sold
out and therefore the only way to acquire the tickets is to ask them from other
agents. In return she can grant a certain book and unlimited access to digital
version of her albums. Thus
GM = fTicket
2g;
SM = f!MP3 ­ Bookg
and
¡M = ;:44 Peep KÄ ungas and Mihhail Matskin
The artist has promised to perform at a conference and thus needs 2 hours
of background music and an MP3 player. Since the performance takes place at
the same time as the concert he can give away the concert ticket. Formally,
GA = fPerf g;
SA = fTicketg
and
¡A = f` MP32 ­ MP3Player ( Perf g:
The writer wants to relax and this can be achieved by reading a book and
listening to music. He has both|a CD player and an MP3 player. Additionally
he can write CDs from MP3 ¯les. He also has a ticket to the same concert with
the artist. However, he prefers staying at home this time. Thus formally this is
described as follows:
GW = fRelaxedg;
SW = fTicket ­ CDPlayer ­ MP3Playerg;
¡W =
` (CD ­ CDPlayer) © (MP3 ­ MP3Player) ( Music;
` Music ­ Book ( Relaxed;
` MP3 ( CD:
Our representation language so far di®ers from [19] by additional usage of
© and !. While ! allows representing unbounded usage or access to a resource,
© represents nondeterministic choice, which will be discussed below in more
details.
Let us describe now the symbolic negotiation process between these 3 agents.
The negotiation is initiated by agents M and W. Agent M is unsure whether
anyone has two tickets left to the concert. Therefore she decides to propose 2
separate o®ers instead of a single one and delivers them to A and W:
(m1;M;A;!MP3 © Book ` Ticket)
and
(m2;M;W;!MP3&Book ` Ticket)
The ¯rst o®er means that M gives A an opportunity to choose between !MP3
and Book. The proposal to W, however, means that W could get either !MP3
or Book, but the choice is made by M. This is intuitive since M has no idea
whether A would choose either !MP3 or Book.
The proposals describe internal and external choices in LL and are repre-
sented with operators & and © respectively. While © from the sender's point ofSymbolic Negotiation with Linear Logic 45
view gives choice to the receiver, & is the opposite|the sender makes the deci-
sion of which resource to deliver. It should be mentioned that messages, when
received by agents, are translated using CA rule.
Agent W sends out the following o®er:
(w1;W;A;MP3Player ` MP3 ­ Book)
which means that he can trade an MP3 player and a book for 1 hour of MP3
music. The following responses can be received:
(m0
1;A;M;Ticket `!MP3)
and
(w0
1;A;W;MP3 ` MP3Player):
Based on the message from A to W, the latter generates a new o®er:
(m0
2;W;M;Ticket ` Book):
The message from W to M means that W is not satis¯ed with the proposal
and wants to be more precise. Namely, he is ready to trade his ticket for the
book. Fortunately, A has chosen !MP3 and the proposal from W to M can be
satis¯ed now. Additionally W accepts the proposal from A and everybody is
now satis¯ed.
The presented scenario describes only how and which proposals are ex-
changed. The methodology for constructing these o®ers deserves a special at-
tention and is clari¯ed in the following sections. However, we only de¯ne new
PD steps. Which steps and in which order are chosen during theorem proving,
depends actually on a PD strategy and is not covered here. This would be covered
in another paper together with other formal results.
4 Additional PD steps for agent negotiation
In this section we describe additional PD steps, which are needed for generating
o®ers in ILL. These PD steps allow construction of nondeterministic o®ers and
to handle unbounded access to resources. Additionally special PD steps for ¯rst-
order ILL are introduced.
4.1 Generating nondeterministic o®ers
Nondeterministic o®ers can be generated basically in two ways. First, there may
exist a particular capability having nondeterministic e®ects. Second, an agent
uses some internal mechanism for composing such o®ers from scratch. Since in
the ¯rst case nondeterministic o®ers are achieved via basic PD forward and
backward steps, we consider here only the second case.46 Peep KÄ ungas and Mihhail Matskin
In order to describe how o®ers !MP3 © Book ` Ticket and !MP3&Book ` Ticket
were achieved from !MP3 ­ Book ` Ticket2 in Section 3 we present the following
LL proof (M, T and B stand for MP3, Ticket and Book, respectively):
!M `!M
Id
B ` B
Id
B `!M © B
R © (b)
!M; B `!M ­ (!M © B)
R­
!M ­ B `!M ­ (!M © B)
L­
B ` B
Id
!M `!M
Id
!M `!M © B
R © (a)
!M; B ` B ­ (!M © B)
R­
!M ­ B ` B ­ (!M © B)
L­
!M ­ B ` (!M ­ (!M © B))&(B ­ (!M © B))
R&
!M ­ B ` (!M&B) ­ (!M © B)
Rewrite
!M&B ` T !M © B ` T
(!M&B); (!M © B) ` T ­ T
R­
(!M&B) ­ (!M © B) ` T ­ T
L­
!M ­ B ` T ­ T
Cut
The proof can be generalised to a Partial Deduction (PD) step. This step
generates multiple nondeterministic o®ers at once. This forward chaining PD
step, called Branch in other sections of the paper, is de¯ned as follows:
.
.
.
.
n
­
i=1
Ai ` (
k
&
i=1
Ai) ­ : : : ­ (
n
©
i=l
Ai)
Rewrite
k
&
i=1
Ai ` B1
n
©
i=l
Ai ` Bm
.
.
.
.
: : : ­ (
n
©
i=l
Ai) `
m
­
i=2
Bi
(
k
&
i=1
Ai); : : : ­ (
n
©
i=l
Ai) `
m
­
i=1
Bi
R­
(
k
&
i=1
Ai) ­ : : : ­ (
n
©
i=l
Ai) `
m
­
i=1
Bi
L­
n
­
i=1
Ai `
m
­
i=1
Bi
Cut
where 1 · l;k · n;n > 1. While the right branch of that inference ¯gure
generates multiple nondeterministic o®ers at once, the left branch ensures con-
sistency of the o®ers. Rewrite refers that the right hand side of a sequent is
transformed to disjunctive normal form with respect to & operator. From nego-
tiation point of view this represents higher priority of o®ers, which include &,
at the o®er receiver side.
The number of nondeterministic branches cannot be larger than n, since we
have only n resources. Additionally, the number of ©-o®ers (at sender side) is
not greater than n=2. The latter derives from 2 assumptions: (1) for a choice at
least 2 literals are needed and (2) ©-o®ers (from proposer point of view) must
not overlap (otherwise it may happen that 2 agents choose the same resource and
con°icts may occur). Generally, we assume that we can insert as many constants
1 as needed to enlarge m, since m has to be greater than or equal to the number
of branches, which is limited by n.
4.2 First-order o®ers
So far we have employed only the propositional part of ILL. Let us consider now
the same example from Section 3 but we modify it by replacing GM, ¡M, SW
and SA with the following formulae:
GM = fConcert(c)gSymbolic Negotiation with Linear Logic 47
¡M = f` 8x8y:Ticket(x;y) ­ Ticket(x;y + 1) ( Concert(x)g
SA = fTicket(c;4)g
SW = fTicket(c;5) ­ CDPlayer ­ MP3Playerg
Here Ticket(x;y) denotes a ticket to concert x and seat y (for simplicity
we assume that all places have unique sequential number|this can be easily
modi¯ed to a row and places system). It means that the musician goes to a
concert only, if she has 2 tickets to the concert c and, moreover, only tickets for
seats next to each-other are accepted.
In our formulae we allow only usage of the universal quanti¯er 8. Its intended
meaning is rather for any than for every. Although agents may send out ¯rst
order o®ers, which have not been instantiated yet, their current state must be
ground. To illustrate the construction of ¯rst-order o®ers, let us consider how
agent M should proceed (again we indicate prede¯ned literal symbols with their
¯rst letters):
8y:T(c; y) ­ T(c; y + 1) ` 8y:T(c; y) ­ T(c; y + 1)
Id
C(c) ` C(c)
Id
8y:T(c; y) ­ T(c; y + 1) ­ (T(c; y) ­ T(c; y + 1) ( C(c)) ` C(c)
L (
8x8y:T(c; y) ­ T(c; y + 1) ­ (T(x; y) ­ T(x; y + 1) ( C(x)) ` C(c)
L8
.
.
.
.
!M ­ B ` 8y:T(c; y) ­ T(c; y + 1) ` 8x8y:T(x; y) ­ T(x; y + 1) ( C(x)
Axiom
!M ­ B ` 8x8y:T(c; y) ­ T(c; y + 1) ­ (T(x; y) ­ T(x; y + 1) ( C(x))
T­
.
.
.
.
L8
!M ­ B ` C(c)
Cut
Thus a new o®er was generated:
!M ­ B ` 8y:T(c;y) ­ T(c;y + 1):
However, if the current state/goal pair of agent M is described with
Ticket(c;4) ­ Ticket(c;5) ` A;
where A is an arbitrary goal, then the following inference could be applied
and a new o®er C(c) ` A is generated:
T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ` T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5)
Id
C(c) ` A
T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ­ (T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ( C(c)) ` A
L (
T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ­ (8x8y:T(x; y) ­ T(x; y + 1) ( C(x)) ` A
L8
.
.
.
.
T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ` T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5)
Id
` 8x8y:T(x; y) ­ T(x; y + 1) ( C(x)
Axiom
T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ` T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ­ (8x8y:T(x; y) ­ T(x; y + 1) ( C(x))
R­
.
.
.
.
L8
T(c; 4) ­ T(c; 5) ` A
Cut48 Peep KÄ ungas and Mihhail Matskin
We can generalise these inferences to PD steps:
S ` A ­ C
S ` B ­ C
Rb(Li(x)) A ­ C ` G
B ­ C ` G
Rf(Li(x))
where Li(x) is de¯ned as ` (8xA0 (Li(x) B0) for Rb(Li(x)) and as `
8x(B0 (Li(x) A0) for Rf(Li(x)). A, B, C are LL formulae. Additionally we
assume that a
def
= a1;a2;::: is an ordered set of constants, x
def
= x1;x2;::: is
an ordered set of variables, [a=x] denotes substitution, and X = X0[a=x]. When
substitution is applied, elements in a and x are mapped to each other in the
order they appear in the ordered sets. These sets must have the same number
of elements.
LL inference ¯gures for Rb(Li(x)) and Rf(Li(x)) look as follows. Backward
chaining step Rb(Li(x)):
S ` A ­ C ` (8xA0 (Li(x) B0)
Axiom
S ` A ­ C ­ (8xA0 (Li(x) B0)
R­
C ` C
Id
A ` A
Id
B ` B
Id
A; (A (Li(a) B) ` B
L (
A ­ (A (Li(a) B) ` B
L­
C; A ­ (A (Li(a) B) ` B ­ C
R­
A ­ C ­ (A (Li(a) B) ` B ­ C
L­
A ­ C ­ (8xA0 (Li(x) B0) ` B ­ C
L8
S ` B ­ C
Cut
Forward chaining step Rf(Li(x)):
B ­ C ` B ­ C
Id
` 8x(B0 (Li(x) A0)
Axiom
B ­ C ` B ­ C ­ (8xB0 (Li(x) A0)
R­
C ` C
Id
B ` B
Id
A ` A
Id
B; (B (Li(a) A) ` A
L (
B ­ (B (Li(a) A) ` A
L­
C; B ­ (B (Li(a) A) ` A ­ C
R­
B ­ C ­ (B (Li(a) A) ` A ­ C
L­
B ­ C ­ (8xB0 (Li(x) A0) ` A ­ C
L8
A ­ C ` G
B ­ C ­ (8xB0 (Li(x) A0) ` G
Cut
B ­ C ` G
Cut
4.3 Unbounded access to resources
In order to manage access to unbounded resources, we need PD steps RCl, RCr,
RLl, RLr, RWl, RWr. They are formalised as the following LL inference ¯gures:
!A­!A ­ B ` C
!A ­ B ` C
RCl
C `!A­!A ­ B
C `!A ­ B
RCr
A ­ B ` C
!A ­ B ` C
RLl
C ` A ­ B
C `!A ­ B
RLr
B ` C
!A ­ B ` C
RWl
C ` B
C `!A ­ B
RWrSymbolic Negotiation with Linear Logic 49
Due to the lack of space we do not give proofs for these inference ¯gures.
However, they directly re°ect LL rules !C, !L and !W. Additionally we de¯ne 2
macros, R!l(n) and R!r(n), respectively, using the previously speci¯ed inference
¯gures:
!A ­ An ­ B ` C
. . . .
!A ­ A ­ B ` C
!A­!A ­ B ` C
RLl
!A ­ B ` C
RCl
C `!A ­ An ­ B
. . . .
C `!A ­ A ­ B
C `!A­!A ­ B
RLr
C `!A ­ B
RCr
5 Related work
As it has been indicated in [15] negotiation is the most fundamental and powerful
mechanism for managing inter-agent dependencies at run-time. Negotiation may
be required both for self-interested and cooperative agents. It allows to reach a
mutually acceptable agreement on some matter by a group of agents.
Kraus et al [18] give a logical description for negotiation via argumentation
for BDI agents. They classify arguments as threats and promises, which are
identi¯ed as most common arguments in human negotiations. In our case only
promises are considered, since in order to ¯gure out possible threats to goals
of particular agents, agents' beliefs, goals and capabilities should be known in
advance to the persuader. We assume, that our agents do not explicitly commu-
nicate about their internal state.
Fisher [7] introduced the idea of distributed theorem proving in classical logic
as agent negotiation. In his approach all agents share the common view to the
world and if a new clause is inferred, all agents would sense it. Inferred clauses are
distributed among agents via broadcasting. Then, considering the received in-
formation, agents infer new clauses and broadcast them further again. Although
agents have a common knowledge about inferred clauses, they may hold di®er-
ent sets of inference rules. Distribution of a collection of rules between agents
means that di®erent agents may have di®erent capabilities and make di®erent
inferences. The latter implies that di®erent agents contribute to di®erent phases
of proof search. Our approach di®ers from that work mainly in 2 aspects (in
addition to usage of another logic): (1) our agents do not share a common view
of a world and (2) inference results are not broadcasted.
Parsons et al [24] de¯ned negotiation as interleaved formal reasoning and
arguing in classical logic. Arguments and contra arguments are derived using
theorem proving whilst taking into consideration agents' own goals. Sadri et
al [25] propose an abductive logic programming approach to automated negoti-
ation, which is built on Amgoud et al [1] work on argumentation. The work of
Sadri et al is more specialised and detailed than the work by Amgoud et al. That
allows deeper analysis of the reasoning mechanism and the knowledge required
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There are some similarities between abduction and PD. However, while ab-
duction is about ¯nding a hypothesis to explain given results, then PD achieves
the hypothesis as a side-e®ect. The latter could be explained by stating that in
our case the given results are a part of a program and PD is about program
transformation, not about ¯nding an hypothesis. By taking into account the
preceding, abduction could be implemented through PD.
Our approach could be viewed as distributed planning similarly to the work
in [6]. Case-based planning has been used for coordinating agent teams in [9].
The planner generates, so called, a shared mental model of the team plan. Then
all agents adapt their plans to the team plan. This work is in°uenced by the
joint intentions [20,4] and shared plans [11] theory.
In [3] LL has been used for prototyping multi-agent systems at conceptual
level. Because of the ¯xed semantics of LL, it is possible to verify whether a
system functions as intended at conceptual level. Although the prototype LL
program is executable, it is still too high level to produce a ¯nal agent-based
software. Thus another logic programming language is embedded to compose
the ¯nal software.
Harland and Winiko® [13] address the question of how to integrate both
proactive and reactive properties of agents into LL programming framework.
They use forward chaining to model the reactive behaviour of an agent and
backward chaining to model the proactive behaviour. This type of computation
is called as mixed mode computation, because of both forward and backward
chaining are allowed.
According to [2] our theorem proving methodology is characterised with par-
allelism at the search level. The approach relates by theorem proving method-
ology mostly to the successors of Team-Work [5,8]. Fuchs [8] describes an ap-
proach, where distribution of facts and sub-problems is organised through request|
that is the basic mechanism behind our methodology as well. However, the pre-
vious paper considers ¯rst-order logic with equality, which is somehow di®erent
from LL.
6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we augmented a symbolic negotiation framework, which was ini-
tially introduced in [19]. More speci¯cally, we introduced PD steps for gener-
ating nondeterministic o®ers and handling unbounded access to resources. We
also extended the framework with ¯rst-order PD steps and thus increased ex-
pressiveness of o®ers. We de¯ned PD steps as special LL inference ¯gures. While
applying these inference ¯gures during proof search instead of basic LL rules we
can gain higher e±ciency.
We have implemented a planner on top of a ¯rst-order MILL theorem prover.
Instead of using individual LL inference rules, the theorem prover applies the
inference ¯gures presented in this paper. Although that approach makes the
prover application speci¯c, it allows higher computational e±ciency. The plannerSymbolic Negotiation with Linear Logic 51
is available at http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~peep/RAPS. In future we would like
to extend the prover to cover ILL as well.
There are many open issues related to agent systems, negotiation and LL.
Since LL has been extended with temporal properties [14,16], we would like
to introduce the notion of time to our framework as well. Additionally it has
been indicated in [23] that the modal logic S4 has a direct translation to LL.
This result is motivating for considering whether current BDI-theories could be
embedded into our framework. We also have plans to work on application of our
approach to some more practical cases of negotiation, in particular, related to
web services selection and composition.
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